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The ESO Very Large Telescope: basic facts

4 Unit Telescopes, each 8.2m diameter, on 
C P l (Chil ) t 2635Cerro Paranal (Chile), at 2635m over sea 
level)

The telescopes can be connected to form 
a near-infrared interferometer, with 
baselines of 120m, also using 3 1.8m 
Auxiliary Telescopes

In operations since 1999p

Currently 11 instruments, plus 2 
interferometric instruments, covering  a 
broad range of wavelengths, resolutions, 
and techniques



Why a Rapid Response Mode at the VLT?

Great light collecting power: high S/N snapshots of quickly varying 
h k it ibl t t d f t f i t t i t i t d t ilphenomena make it possible to study fast, faint transients in great detail

Wide range of instrumentation available: imaging, long-slit and integral field 
spectroscopy, polarimetry, adaptive optics, high time resolution… both in the 
visible and near-infrared 

Rapid Response Mode offered since 2003. Currently available at 4 
instruments (FORS2, ISAAC, UVES, SINFONI); soon to be available in X-
Shooter

But the VLT was not designed to be a robotic telescope…

The VLT operations model 

Strongly based on flexible scheduling: most of the time (~70%) devoted to g y g ( )
Service Mode observations, with user-specified constraints

Short-term scheduling based on prevailing conditions, user-specified 
constraints, relative priorities among programmes, degree of completion, time 
criticality, instrument in use, optimization of the share of calibrations…

Minor fraction (~30%) devoted to Visitor Mode, when real-time decisions 
based on science criteria are expected

Target-of-Opportuntiy observations can be easily accommodated, non-
disruptively, in the Service Mode schedule

Rapid Response observations a bit more challenging, but also feasible…



How it works

A generic proposal is submitted, selected on scientific grounds

Phase 2: generic Observation Blocks (logical units describing an observation) 
are submitted to ESO, to be completed when a trigger is received

Data immediately made available to Principal Investigator via FTP

The telescope can be observing the event within 6 minutes of the trigger 
arrival

How it works
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Some highlights

15 programmes have made use of Rapid Response Mode thus far

Nearly 20 papers including reference to observations made in this modey p p g

Some highlights

Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) afterglow y ( ) g
photometric follow-up

Investigation of the intervening 
intergalactic medium (dust content, 
metallicity, reionization epoch) along the 
line of sight to distant GRBs

Investigation of the interstellar medium 
di th GRB (i i tisurrounding the GRB (ionization, 

dynamics)

GRB/Supernova connection

Potential goes beyond GRBs



The future

A fast connection between Paranal and 
Europe will allow near-real time interaction, 
both ways, between an observer locate 
anywhere and the observatory

EVALSO is a pilot project, funded by the 
European Commission, to build a fiber link 
between Paranal and Cerro Armazones
and the Chilean backbone near 
Antofagasta

EVALSO is expected to provide Gbps
capacity between the observatories and 
Europe

The future
The 42m European Extremely 
Large Telescope (E-ELT) will be a 
fully adaptive telescope, 
equipped to address a wide 
range of astrophysical and 
cosmological problems

Rapid Response Mode can also 
be implemented at the E-ELT: 
diffraction-limited imaging and 
spectroscopy with a 42m 
telescope

Nothing in the E-ELT design precludes its implementation: fast response time  
(<20 min after trigger is received) is expected o be possible

Operations expected to begin around 2018



Concluding remarks

The operations model of large telescopes can accommodate aThe operations model of large telescopes can accommodate a
robotic-like mode for fast follow-up of transients

New science is possible by operating large telescopes in this mode
–and it is happening already now


